Harikat Tahrir al-Sham Response to Pre-Negotiation Agreement, 19 July 2017

In the name of Allah, the Beneficial, the Merciful

“So fear Allah, and keep straight the relations between yourselves: Obey Allah and His Messenger, if ye do believe”\(^1\)

Due to the incidents of killing and blood shed between our brothers in Harikat Ahrar al-Sham and Tahrir al-Sham that grieve the heart and destroy it. At this critical stage we need to preserve remaining energies and land to fight our enemies. [Thus], we celebrate and agree to this good initiative which has helped resolve our dispute. We call on our brothers in Tahrir al-Sham and Harikat Ahrar al-Sham to end the fighting between them, arbitrate [according to] the law of Allah, and respond to the good initiative that has launched a virtuous project.

Tawfiq Shahab al-Din
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\(^{1}\) Surah al-Anfal 1